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HE

 

 

 

SHIFT

 

 

 

from a set-theoretical to a transformational approach is one
of the most intriguing and promising achievements of modern

music theory. A study of the emergence of the group concept in music
theory, analysis, and composition shows that the transformational per-
spective arises independently and almost contemporaneously in the
American and European traditions in the theoretical writings of some
mathematically inclined theorists and composers, in particular Wolfgang
Graeser, Milton Babbitt, Iannis Xenakis and Anatol Vieru [1]. They all

 

T
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developed theoretical models of the truly musical duality between
“tones” and “intervals” by considering the notion of an algebraic struc-
ture as a basic theoretical concept for explaining this duality. In fact, after
Graeser’s group-theoretical study of symmetries in Bach’s 

 

Art of the
Fugue

 

, with Milton Babbitt’s algebraic formalization of the twelve-tone
system, Xenakis’s sieve-theoretical constructions of musical (ordered)
structures, and Vieru’s group-theoretical description of modalism, music
theory gradually shifts from the study of the properties of collections of
elements to the study of the 

 

relations

 

 between these elements and, more
crucially, to the 

 

operations

 

 upon them.
Modern algebra is the natural theoretical framework for the new trans-

formational perspective since it enables a precise characterization of the
concept of mathematical structure as a collection of elements together
with (internal) relations and operations between them. The application
of algebraic methods in twentieth-century music theory, analysis, and
composition has therefore strong consequences in the evolution of trans-
formation(al) theory as an autonomous discipline in the music-theoreti-
cal and analytical community. Such transformational methods were the
basis of the categorical approach of one of the authors in his book with
the programmatic title 

 

Gruppen und Kategorien in der Musik

 

 [16].
Already in these “early days” of applications of modern mathematics to
music theory, a special process diagram type was considered, giving rise
to the so-called 

 

circle chords

 

 (they were actually introduced by one of the
authors in a university course in 1981 and published in [16]). A circle
chord is a 

 

local composition

 

1

 

  such that there is a not necessarily
invertible affine map , the monoid  generated by 

 

g

 

describing 

 

K

 

 as follows. We select a pitch class 

 

x

 

 and then successively
apply all powers  to 

 

x

 

. So we have the sequence

 

x

 

, 

 

g

 

(

 

x

 

)

 

, 

 

g

 

2

 

(

 

x

 

)

 

, …

 

 g

 

i

 

(

 

x

 

)

 

, …

 

 . 

 

Since the different entries in such a sequence
are finite in number, we must have  for determined
minimal 

 

k

 

, 

 

t

 

. This means that we have a 

 

diagram scheme

 

2

 

 

 

∆

 

terminating with a backwards arrow from vertex  to vertex .
The diagram  then associates the map 

 

g

 

 with each arrow, and we have
the “network,” i.e., an element of  consisting of the given
sequence

K Z12⊂
g: Z12 Z12→ g〈 〉

gi

gk t+ x( ) gk x( )=

vk+1
g � . . . vk+t−2

v0
g � v1

g � vk
� g
g �

vk+t−1

g
�

vk t 1–+ vk
D

lim D
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The circle chords have been classified in [16] and yield only a small
number of chords (isomorphism classes of pitch-class sets), which are
very common in classical harmony, among others the major and minor
triad; see Example 1.

This type of transformational method is also well represented by David
Lewin’s algebraic formalizations of traditional set-theoretical concepts
that lead to some constructions, such as the 

 

Generalized Interval System

 

.
These formalizations are progressively shifting the analytical perspective
from the description of abstract collections of elements and their rela-
tions to the construction of conceptual spaces, where the properties of
elements are described by the transformation groups acting on them.

EXAMPLE 1:  THE SIXTEEN CIRCLE CHORDS IN ,  TOGETHER 

WITH THEIR GENERATING SYMMETRY ACTION (ARROWS).  THE 

NUMBERS REFER TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF CHORDS IN [19].  

A LARGE ARROW FROM ONE CHORD TO ANOTHER MEANS THAT THE 

TARGET CHORD IS ISOMORPHIC TO A SUBCHORD OF THE START 

CHORD,  AND THAT THE SUBCHORD IS GENERATED BY A SUBORBIT 

OF THE SAME SYMMETRY ACTION AS FOR THE SUPERCHORD

Z12
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Algebra therefore offers a natural explanation of the evolution of trans-
formational techniques, in particular the concept of transformational
graphs and networks [10, 11], which are now considered as a new theo-
retical paradigm in music analysis [3]. The evolution of abstract methods
in twentieth-century mathematics suggests new paradigms for the for-
malization of musical structures. The most powerful mathematical frame-
work dealing with the duality of objects and transformations is provided
by category theory as it was introduced in the forties by Samuel Eilen-
berg and Saunders Mac Lane [6]. This approach has been applied to
music by one of the authors as a general way of dealing with algebraic
structures in music, and it is now accepted as a common music-theoreti-
cal paradigm in European music theory. It is curious to notice that in the
American set-theoretical tradition, categorical concepts have been widely
ignored, even by theorists, such David Lewin, whose theoretical con-
structions naturally have a categorical flavor.

There is however a noteworthy singular example in the American tradi-
tion which explicitly mentions a possible transfer of some concepts of cat-
egory theory to music theory. In a paper discussing some measures of
Arnold Schoenberg’s Trio, Op. 45 [23], John Peel already in 1975 pro-
posed the use of commutative diagrams in order to turn the space of tet-
rachords into a category suitable for covariant functors and other tools of
category theory. Unfortunately, category theory remains almost com-
pletely confined to the ample footnotes, and the categorical construc-
tions seem to obscure Schoenberg’s celebrated measures instead of
clarifying their musical properties. However, the a priori use of diagrams
in the sense of Klumpenhouwer networks (or K-nets) and even supernets
(!) is unambiguously traced in this visionary paper. The time for a well-
motivated application of category theory to music still had to come.

It turns out that some recent developments of transformational meth-
ods, leading in particular to the K-nets, have a natural connection with
the categorical concept framework of denotators as described in the com-
prehensive study 

 

The Topos of Music

 

 [20]. The genesis and the place of K-
nets in contemporary music theory is well documented by Lewin [12,
14] and Klumpenhouwer [9] and many music theorists, analysts, and
composers who discussed the potentialities of this approach in the study
of particular twelve-tone constructions [4, 5, 15, 24]. In a more philo-
sophical perspective, the shift to networks and categories expresses a
change of the understanding of the musical dynamics to a diagrammatic
language. But this is more than a technical procedure, since the category
of diagrams has a rich logical structure, which is well described by topos
theory. We will briefly give an idea of the topos-theoretical description of
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transformational theory in our presentation of K-nets by usage of the cat-
egory of directed graphs.

Here we would like to stress a general problem naturally arising when
dealing with such abstract structures without using the powerful tools of
category theory. Klumpenhouwer networks and, more generally, David
Lewin’s transformational graphs and networks, are considered as config-
urations of nodes and arrows, together with transformations labeling
these arrows. According to Klumpenhouwer [8], such a theoretical
framework “can be applied to generate multiple levels of structure and to
emphasize recursive relations between various levels.” The problem of
such a construction is that higher-level networks would require the intro-
duction of higher-level node objects. This is only possible by the use of
so-called 

 

limits

 

 as they are provided by category theory. By recursively
generalizing the object/operation duality at any level of description, cat-
egory theory enables the music theorist to deal precisely with these two
fundamental concepts. At the same time it suggests how one can use the
same theoretical framework to take into account musical properties
which one can no longer analyze in the traditional -group context
provided by K-nets constructions.

1.  P

 

RELIMINARY

 

 R

 

EMARKS ON 

 

A

 

UTOMORPHISM

 

 G

 

ROUPS AND

 

 
D

 

IGRAPHS

 

This section serves a double purpose: First it introduces some basic nota-
tions about groups and morphisms involved in network theory, and sec-
ond, it reviews some results concerning related automorphism groups as
originally studied in the K-net context in [12].

The original theory is modeled on pitch classes (pc); the set of pitch
classes is the cyclic group  of cosets 

 

x

 

—

 

 

 

=

 

 x 

 

+ 12 · 

 

Z 

 

of integers

 

x

 

 mod 12. If no confusion is likely, we also use the integers x represent-
ing x to denote pitch classes. We also use the structure of a commutative
ring on , which is given by the product x · y  =  x · y induced by the
multiplication of integers. In this ring, there are four invertible elements,
viz. x = 1, 5, 7, 11, each of them being its own inverse. We denote their
set by . The full group  of affine auto-
morphisms of  is by definition the group of bijections

 defined by , where . The
composition of such automorphisms etp, esp  ∈  GA(Z12) is

,

T I⁄

Z12

Z12

Z12( )∗ 1 5 7 11, , ,{ }= GA Z12( )
Z12

etp: Z12 Z12→ etp x( ) t p x⋅+= p Z12( )∗∈

etp ° esq et ps+ pq=
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whereas the inverse of  is

.

The group  is a semi-direct product of its normal subgroup of
translations (i.e., transpositions in the pitch-class context)

 and the subgroup 
of linear automorphisms, i.e., the identity , the inversion (in zero)

, the fourth dilatation , and the fifth dilatation . We also write
these operations by omission of the trivial translation parts, i.e., 11 instead
of . The semi-direct product structure means that we have a cartesian-
product decomposition , and
that the group product to the right  is induced
by the action  of multiplication by an invertible ele-
ment. In network theory, one considers the subgroup of those automor-
phisms which are generated by inversions and translations. Their group is
called  group, we denote it by . We therefore have a subgroup

, which is identified with the semi-direct product sub-
group Z12  {±1}  ⊂  Z12  Z12∗ of the translation group and the two-
element group {±1} generated by the zero inversion 11 = –1. The auto-
morphism group of  is easily calculated. In fact, the cyclic subgroup

 of translations is generated by the unit translation  of order 12.
Hence its image under an automorphism  is also of order
12. If , then this element would evidently have order two.
Therefore , in other words, translations are mapped bijectively
onto translations. Therefore, on , f is just a group automorphism, i.e.,
the multiplication by an invertible element . On the other hand,
we must have , since the bijection f cannot map the inver-
sion 11 to an element of the translation group. Therefore an automor-
phism f of  is determined by the invertible p which describes f on the
translations, and the value  on the zero inversion. It is easy
to verify that any such pair of data  determines an
automorphism  with ,

. Further, the composition  of two such
automorphisms is 

,

which means that we have an isomorphism of semi-direct product groups

.

etp

e
t
p( )

1–
e pt– p=

GA Z12( )

eZ12 et1 t Z12∈{ }= e0Z12∗ e0p p Z12∗∈{ }=
e01

e011 e05 e07

e011
GA Z12( ) Z→ 12 Z12∗: etp t p,( )→|~

t p,( ) s q,( )⋅ t ps+ pq,( )=
Z12∗ Aut Z12( )→

T I⁄ T I⁄
T I⁄ GA Z12( )⊂

T I⁄
Z12 e1

f :T I⁄ T I⁄→~
f e1( ) et11=

f e1( ) et=
Z12

p Z12∗∈
f e11( ) es11=

T I⁄
f e11( ) es11=

s p,( ) Z12 Z12∗×∈
s p,〈 〉 : T I⁄ T I⁄→~ s p,〈 〉 et( ) ept=

s p,〈 〉 11( ) es11= r q,〈 〉 ° s p,〈 〉

r q,〈 〉 ° s p,〈 〉 r qs+ qp,〈 〉=

Aut T I⁄( ) Z12 Z12∗ GA Z12( ): s p,〈 〉 esp→→ → |~ ~
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94 Perspectives of New Music

To terminate these preliminary remarks, observe that we have the usual con-
jugation , which sends  to
the inner or conjugation automorphism  on

. Observe in particular that conjugation with any such x, not only
elements of , leaves  invariant. If , then we have

. I.e., the inner automorphisms are a group isomor-
phic to the subgroup  of index 2 in . In other
words, an automorphism  is inner iff s is even (and no further con-
dition is imposed on p). 

In the sequel, we shall view  as being a category as follows: It has
just one object, i.e., , and the automorphisms  from

, together with their usual composition, are the morphisms. Then an
automorphism of the category  is identified with a group automor-
phism in . Observe that this category will be viewed as a sub-
category of the category  of modules over the ring Z of integers.
We shall come back to this category in section 3. 

We shall consider digraphs (short form of directed graphs), which are
defined as follows. Given a finite set V of vertices and a finite set A of
arrows, the associated digraph is a set map , which to every
arrow  associates an ordered pair  of vertices, in signs

, where  is called the arrow’s tail and 
is called the arrow’s head. We explicitly include multiple arrows between
the same tail and head, as well as loops, i.e., arrows whose heads and tails
coincide; see Example 2.

A path in a digraph ∆ is a sequence  of arrows of ∆ such
that the head of  is identical to the tail of  for all i = 1, . . . l – 1.
The integer l is called the length of p and is denoted by l(p). Paths of
length 0 are by definition single vertices (“lazy paths”). Two paths

,  can be composed to the path
 if . With this composition

rule, the set of paths defines the path category Path(∆) of ∆.

2. REVIEWING THE ORIGINAL APPROACH BY LEWIN AND 

KLUMPENHOUWER

Referring to Lewin’s original text [12], “Any network that uses T and/or
I operations to interpret interrelations among pcs will be called a
Klumpenhouwer Network.” To be precise, the operations are the ele-
ments of the group . And a Klumpenhouwer network (a K-net) is
just a digraph, connecting pitch classes, which are placed on the digraph’s
vertices, while the operations realize the digraph’s arrows. This means

Int: GA Z12( ) Aut T I⁄( )→~ x GA Z12( )∈
Int x( ) y( ) x ° y ° x 1–=

T I⁄
T I⁄ T I⁄ x esp=

Int esp( ) 2s p,〈 〉=
2Z12 Z12∗ Aut T I⁄( )

s p,〈 〉

T I⁄
Z12 f :Z12 Z12→~

T I⁄
T I⁄

Aut T I⁄( )
ModZ

∆: A V2→
a A∈ x y,( )

a: x y→ x tail a( )= y head a( )=

p a1a2…al=
ai ai 1–

p a1a2…al= q b1b2…bk=
pq a1a2…alb1b2…bk= tail al( ) head b1( )=

T I⁄
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that the operations connecting two vertices transform the vertex pitch
classes into each other.3 See Example 3 for two illustrations of K-nets
from Lewin’s [12] and Klumpenhouwer’s own work [8].

So the network has two ingredients: the digraph with its arrows being
interpreted by -elements, and the pitch classes being placed in the
vertex positions, together with the condition that under the given trans-

EXAMPLE 2:  A DIGRAPH  WITH VERTICES B ,  C ,  D ,  F  

AND ARROWS a ,  b ,  c ,  d ,  e ,  g .
Γ

EXAMPLE 3:  TWO K-NETS INVOLVING DIFFERENT DIGRAPHS. 

TO THE LEFT, AN EXAMPLE FROM LEWIN’S WORK [12].  

TO THE RIGHT, AN EXAMPLE FROM KLUMPENHOUWER’S 

UNPUBLISHED WORK [8]  ON WEBERN’S OPUS 16/4;  IT SHOWS FOUR 

VERTICES IN A PITCH-CLASS SET DERIVED FROM THE FOUR-NOTE SET 

{E b,G,D,E}  IN THE SCORE SHOWN IN THE MIDDLE

T I⁄
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96 Perspectives of New Music

formations, the pitch classes are transformed into each other. This config-
uration is an example of the well-known limit construction in classical
mathematical category theory [6]. More precisely, to define a limit (of
sets and set maps in our case), one is given a digraph  and a
map D which for every vertex  defines a set D(v), and which for
every arrow  defines a map . The map
D is usually called a diagram (of sets and maps in our case), whereas ∆ is
called the underlying diagram scheme. The diagram canonically extends
to a functor on the path category Path(∆) as follows. If  is
a path, then one sets .

The limit of D involves the following set. Within the cartesian product
, we select those tuples  such that for every arrow

, we have . This set is denoted by .
Clearly, we have a projection map  for each vertex

, and for every arrow , we have the commutation con-
dition . To this generic construction, one may add so-
called commutativity conditions. This means that for a number of pairs of
paths  in D, one requires that . If this is
required for all pairs of paths starting and ending at the same vertex, the
diagram is called a commutative diagram.

Clearly a Klumpenhouwer network is just one element ,
where:

• the diagram scheme ∆ is the network’s digraph, 

• the  operations are the diagram maps between copies of the set
of pitch classes , and 

• the sequence of vertex entries defines one single element of 
(which in our case is a subset of the cartesian product of copies
of ).

Note that in Klumpenhouwer’s theory, it is required that the dia-
grams are commutative. But the general case doesn’t need this condi-
tion. Two elements t., s. of one and the same limit  are what
Lewin called strongly isographic in [12]. Clearly, strong isographies
have no implications on the pitch-class sets associated with networks.
More precisely, if , we derive the associated pitch-class set

. Then, in general, the associated sets |t.|, |s.|
of isographic networks t., s. have no significant relation as sets. In partic-
ular they need not pertain to the same orbit under the canonical action of

. They need not even share their cardinality. Conversely, there are
many different diagrams D1, D2, ... with nets t1., t2., ..., respectively, giv-

∆: A V2→
v V∈

a: x y→ D a( ): D x( ) D y( )→

p a1a2…al=
D p( ) D a1( ) ° D a2( ) ° … ° D al( )=

Π D v( )
v V∈

t. tv( )v V∈=

a: x y→ ty D a( ) tx( )= lim D
pv: lim D D v( )→

v V∈ a: x y→
py D a( ) ° px=

p q: x, y→ D p( ) D q( )=

t. lim D∈

T I⁄
Z12

lim D

Z12

lim D

t. lim D∈
t. tv v V∈{ } Z12⊂=

T I⁄
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ing rise to one and the same pitch-class set X = |t1.| = |t2.| = ... . In other
words, networks are the result of a strongly interpretative activity, much
as a global composition is a result of a strong interpretative activity (see
[19] for more details).

From a more systematic point of view, networks and global composi-
tions are not independent procedures. From the examples given by
Klumpenhouwer and Lewin, one concludes that networks are not the
first interpretative structures superimposed on a given composition. In
the first preliminary instance, a composition X is interpreted as a union of
local “charts” , and then, after a projection of each chart Xi
onto its image  in the pitch-class group, each such pitch-class
set is interpreted as the set  associated with a network  for
an appropriate diagram Di. In other words, we are dealing with atlases of
networks instead of atlases of local compositions as considered in the the-
ory of global compositions; see [19, chapter 13]. Such atlases of net-
works are superimposed on given atlases of local compositions. This
points towards a global theory of limit objects, but let us first study more
closely the local approach in this paper.

In category theory, limits are related by so-called natural transforma-
tions. One very special case of such relations is addressed by Klumpen-
houwer’s concept of an “isomorphism” between networks. A more
general setup introduces “isographies” and is described by Lewin [11,
12]. We first discuss this approach and then come back to network iso-
morphisms. In Lewin’s approach (but rephrased in our terminology),
one is given two diagrams D1, D2 on one and the same diagram scheme
∆. An isography from D1 to D2 is an automorphism  such
that for any arrow  in ∆, we have . It is
denoted by .

Observe that isographies need not even have any networks in com-
mon, as is shown by the following example. Take the diagram scheme ∆
consisting of one vertex v and one loop z in v. For the first diagram D1,
we take the map , for the second, we take

. Then the first limit is empty, since this requires an
impossible fixed point . Therefore no network is possi-
ble here. The second limit is the set of those pitch classes x such that

, which is non-empty, so we have networks in this
case. But one easily calculates that , hence
the two diagrams are isographic. 

There is however one special case of isographies, where one can tell
more: If we require that the isography isomorphism  is
inner, i.e., , then we have conjugation, i.e., there is

X Xi
i

∪=
Xi Z12⊂

Xi ti.= ti.

f Aut T I⁄( )∈
a: x y→ D2 a( ) f D1 a( )( )=

f : D1 D2→~

D1 z( ) e2q 1+ 1–( )=
D2 z( ) e2 2q 1+( ) 1–( )=

x 2q 1+( ) x–=

x 2 2q 1+( ) x–=
D2 z( ) 2q 1 1,+〈 〉 D1 z( )( )=

f : D1 D2→~
f 2s p,〈 〉=
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 such that . This can
be reread as the commutativity of the diagram

in the category , for each arrow a in ∆. This is a special item of what
in category theory is called a natural isomorphism between diagram D1
and diagram D2. In this case, it is easily seen that we also have an isomor-
phism  of limits, and therefore, the networks (i.e.,
limit elements) of D1 correspond one-to-one to networks (i.e., limit ele-
ments) of D2. More precisely, this correspondence is induced by the
operation g by sending a network  to the network

. Therefore, networks which correspond under a
network isomorphism induce associated sets  which are iso-
morphic under g, i.e., .

Summarizing: isomorphic networks are a lifting of associated isomorphic
sets of pitch classes, while strongly isographic networks have only their defin-
ing diagram, but nothing else in common, and, finally, isographic diagrams
have no implication on their networks, in general. The natural construction
really is the network isomorphism, which is a special case of a natural trans-
formation in category theory.

We should add that the above isomorphism concept is still a bit too
special, also with regard to the proposed correspondences between net-
works. In fact, Klumpenhouwer and Lewin describe networks of K-nets
including operations which relate them; see Example 4. The operations
are not all the same (as g from above), but may vary from vertex to ver-
tex. Notice that all diagrams here are commutative.

So it is proposed that two diagrams D1, D2 over the same diagram
scheme ∆ are not necessarily related by a single operation (the g above),
but for every vertex  of the diagram scheme ∆ one is given a spe-
cific operation  in  such that the diagram
commutes for every arrow  in ∆ (recall that in our context we
have  for all vertices v). Again, if this is the case,
we have an isomorphism  of limits, taking the net-
work t. to f(t.), whose component in vertex v is  f (v)(tv). But observe that
in this context, it is no longer true that networks t., f(t.) are necessarily
associated with isomorphic sets |t.|, |f (t.)|. In this setup, we are now look-
ing at “networks of networks,” and the question arises, what could be the

g T I⁄∈ D 2 a( ) f D 1 a( )( ) g ° D 1 a( ) ° g 1–= =

Z12
f(x)−−−−→ Z12

D1(a)



�



�D2(a)

Z12
f(y)−−−−→ Z12

D1(x)
g(x)−−−−→ D2(x)

D1(a)



�



�D2(a)

D1(y)
g(y)−−−−→ D2(y)

T I⁄

lim D 1 lim D 2→~

t. tv( )v V∈=
g t.( ) g tv( )( )v V∈=

t. g t. ( ),
g t. ( ) g t. =

v V∈
f v( ): D1 v( ) D2 v( )→ T I⁄

a: x y→
D1 v( ) D2 v( ) Z12= =

f : lim D1 lim D2→~
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general recursive procedure to step from a given iteration to the next
higher one? Clearly, this requires a more systematic account of the nature
of such networks. This is what we shall deal with in the next section.

But there is a minor generalization which we have to cope with, and
which was discussed by Lewin in his analysis of Stockhausen’s Klavier-
stück III [12]. Lewin’s analysis deals not only with networks of single
pitch classes, but of sets of pitch classes; see Example 5.

The construction principle of such extended networks is immediate:
The diagram D, which yields sets D(v) and maps ,
induces a second diagram 2D, which is built on the same diagram
scheme, but which, by definition, instead of D(v) produces the powerset4

2D(v) = 2D(v), whereas for the arrow , we have the powerset
map , where .
This powerset diagram includes the previous one if one reinterprets ele-
ments  as singletons .

Before leaving this “experimental” context created by Klumpenhouwer
and Lewin, we should state a minor result concerning the size of all net-

EXAMPLE 4:  TWO “NETWORKS” OF K-NETS USED BY 

KLUMPENHOUWER (LEFT)  [8]  AND LEWIN (RIGHT)  [12].  
IN EACH GRAPHIC,  THE 3D REPRESENTATION SHOWS TWO 

K-NETS WITH SHADED PARALLELOGRAM SHAPE,  WHICH 

ARE RELATED BY TWO PITCH-CLASS TRANSPOSITIONS,  

ONE FOR THE UPPER VERTEX PAIRS,  ONE FOR THE LOWER PAIRS.  
THE LEFT K-NETS ARE ISOGRAPHIC,  WHILE THE RIGHT ONES 

ARE STRONGLY ISOGRAPHIC

D a( ): D x( ) D y( )→

a: x y→
2D a( ): 2D x( ) 2D y( )→ 2D a( ) X( ) D a( ) t( ) t X∈{ }=

x D v( )∈ x{ } 2D v( )∈
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works which pertain to a fixed diagram, i.e, all strongly isographic net-
works.

Proposition 1 Let D be a diagram with connected diagram scheme ∆.
Then the set lim D of networks of D is either empty or is in bijection with a
subgroup of Z12. In particular, its cardinality is either 0 or a divisor of 12.

Proof. Suppose that lim D is not empty. Then if v0 is a fixed vertex, the
projection  is an injection, since the dia-
gram scheme is connected and all transition operations

 are bijections from the group . Now, if t., s.
are two networks, their difference t. – s. is a network for the diagram D0,
which is derived from D by taking for every arrow a the linear part p =
±1 of D(a) = etp. Conversely, for every network , the sum
s. + d. is a network of D. But the set of networks of the linear
diagram is a group under componentwise addition, and its projection

 is an injective group homomorphism, so

EXAMPLE 5:  A COVERING OF PART OF STOCKHAUSEN’S 

KLAVIERSTÜCK III  BY CHARTS A1,  A2,  . . . ,  WHICH PROJECT TO SETS 

B1,  B2,  . . .  OF PITCH CLASSES. THESE SETS ARE RELATED TO EACH 

OTHER BY SYMMETRIES FROM  AND THEREBY DEFINE A NETWORK 

OF PITCH-CLASS SETS, INSTEAD OF SINGLE PITCH CLASSES

T I⁄

pv0
: limD D v0( )→ Z12=

D a( ): D x( ) D y( )→ T I⁄

d. lim D0∈
lim D 0

pv0
: limD 0 Dv0

→ Z12=
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 is isomorphic to a subgroup of , as claimed.
The following illustration in Example 6 shows that for non-commuta-

tive diagrams, the number of strongly isographic K-nets is a proper divi-
sor (4) of 12, and not 12 as in the case of a commutative diagram.

3. FORMS AND DENOTATORS FOR NETWORKS

The point of the network approach is that due to its underlying univer-
sality in the sense of category theory, there is absolutely no reason to
stick to the space  of pitch classes, nor is it necessary to have such lim-
ited algebraic structures as finite cyclic groups. We now propose a gener-
alization which not only enables more flexible applications, but which
will also imply the construction principle for recursively defined net-
works. This will be discussed in section 5.

The first step in generalizing Klumpenhouwer-Lewin networks con-
cerns the target category . In our tradition of applying modern
mathematics to music theory (often coined MaMuTh), one usually con-
siders more general supporting spaces than merely . For example, one
takes a four-dimensional real vector space R4, where the coordinates rep-
resent onset o, pitch p, loudness l, and duration d, in an appropriate
parametrization by real numbers . The common basis of
such structures is provided by modules M, N, ... over a fixed commutative
ring R with unity 1, together with affine maps , which are by
definition of the form , where  and  is R-
linear.5 This means that for , we have . Affine
maps may be composed just as set maps are, and we obtain the category

 of R-modules with affine maps. In this context, a diagram is a
map  associating with every vertex  of the dia-

lim D 0 Z12

D E

C Eb
T
3

T
2

I
2

T
7
M
7

B C#

Eb F#
T
3

T
2

I
2

T
7
M
7

G# Bb

F# A
T
3

T
2

I
2

T
7
M
7

F G

A C
T
3

T
2

I
2

T
7
M
7

EXAMPLE 6:  THE FOUR SOLUTIONS (STRONGLY ISOGRAPHIC 

K-NETS)  OF THIS DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATE THAT THE CARDINALITY 

OF THE SOLUTION SET IS A DIVISOR OF 12. HERE,  THE

OPERATOR M7  DENOTES THE MULTIPLICATION BY 7

Z12

T I⁄

Z12

o p l d R∈, , ,

f: M N→
f eng= n N∈ g: M N→

x M∈ f x( ) n g x( )+=

ModR
D : ∆ ModR→ v V∈
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gram scheme ∆ an R-module D(v), and with every arrow  of ∆
an affine map . Commutativity conditions are
defined in the same way as above. We may now again define a network for
the diagram D as an element of lim D. Again, we have this type of
description of the networks for D:

Proposition 2 Let D be a diagram in the category of R-modules with
diagram scheme ∆ and vertex set V. Then the set lim D of networks of D is
either empty or is in bijection with an R-submodule of the direct-product
module . If ∆ is connected and all transition morphisms are iso-

morphisms, then lim D is either empty or in bijection with a submodule of
any of its vertex modules D(v).

Although this setup looks quite general, it has serious limitations
which impose themselves if one tries to build networks of networks of
networks, etc. In fact, R-module networks of a given diagram do not, in
general, define a new R-module. Moreover, if we step over to the power-
set diagrams 2D, we lose all the algebraic (module) structure we were
given for the single-element networks. Thirdly, more complex objects,
such as dodecaphonic series or similar parametrized collections of pitch
classes, say, cannot be dealt with in this setup. The failure is not by case,
since all the constructions related to powersets must fail for categories of
modules. The deeper reason for this is that categories of modules 
are not topoi. We shall not open this far-out field of modern mathematics
here, but just want to stress the limitation of classical approaches when
creating objects which should be tractable by typical universal construc-
tions, such as power objects (generalizing function sets X Y from set the-
ory), or limits.

This mathematically motivated limitation is one of the main reasons
why we have developed (and implemented in the musical analysis and
performance software RUBATO®[18]) the formalism of denotators.6 We
shall not develop here the full formalism of denotators, but only high-
light the category-theoretic aspect of building new spaces upon given
spaces by means of limit and power-object constructions. In particular,
we shall not deal with name spaces, and we shall also omit completely the
colimit construction in denotator theory. However, one should retain
that named spaces are what in [19] are called forms, while denotators are
essentially named elements of such forms. The defective situation which
on one side produces non-algebraic structures by powersets and on the
other does not allow for more complex parametrized objects is overcome

a: x y→
D a( ): D x( ) D y( )→

Π D v( )
v V∈

ModR
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by the standard Yoneda construction of presheaves as we show in the fol-
lowing section.

4. YONEDA PHILOSOPHY IN PRESHEAF CATEGORIES

Suppose that for a fixed commutative ring R, we are given the category
 of R-modules and affine maps. A presheaf over  is a con-

travariant functor  with values in the category Sets of
sets. This means that the following conditions hold:

• For every module M, also called an address, we are given a set F(M),
whose elements are called M-addressed points of F. 

• For every affine map , we are given a set map (attention:
arrow directions are reversed!) . 

• If  is the identity on M, then  is the iden-
tity on the image set F(M). 

• If ,  are two affine maps, then we have
 (attention: by reversed arrows, com-

position of images also reverses order!).

The most important examples of presheaves are those defined by mod-
ules. Consider for a fixed R-module X, and for a module M the set of
affine maps . We use the notation M@X for this set in order
to make evident that we are looking “at X” from the “perspective” of the
module M. This assignment defines a presheaf . If

 is an affine map, then  maps
 to the composition . It is well

known that the system of presheaves defines a category  whose
morphisms are the natural transformations among presheaves, see [6].

Then we have the famous Yoneda embedding ,
which sends a module X to its presheaf @X. This embedding has the
remarkable property that it reflects isomorphisms, i.e., two modules X, Y
are isomorphic if and only if their presheaves @X, @Y are so. In other
words, we do not lose any information while working in  instead
of . More precisely, if  is an affine map, then the associ-
ated natural transformation  maps an affine map

 to the map . The assignment 
then defines a bijection , where

 is the set of natural transformations from the presheaf
@X to the presheaf @Y.

ModR ModR
F: ModR Sets→

f : M N→
F f( ): F N( ) F M( )→

f IdM= F IdM( ) IdF M( )=

f : M N→ g: N L→
F g ° f( ) F f( ) ° F g( )=

f : M X→

@X: ModR Sets→
f : M N→ f @X: N@X M@X→
g: N X→ f @X g( ) g ° f : M X→=

ModR
@

Y: ModR ModR
@→

ModR
@

ModR f : X Y→
@f : @X @Y→

g: M X→ @ f g( ) f ° g= f @f→|
X@Y Nat @X @Y( , )→~

Nat @X @Y( , )
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This fact is particularly evident for the reconstruction of f from @f.
Here is the procedure. To begin with, the evaluation of @X at the zero
R-module 0 yields ; i.e., we have a
bijection . Then, if  is an affine map,
we have . This means that the bijections

,  induce exactly , and we have recov-
ered f from the evaluation of the presheaves @X, @Y at the zero module.

The presheaf category has all the nice properties we need to build lim-
its, colimits, power objects, and a subobject classifier; it is in fact a topos.7

More concretely, the limits and colimits of a diagram 
are calculated pointwise; i.e., for every module M, we have

, the limit of the corresponding diagram of
sets, which results from the evaluation of the diagram’s presheaves and
the connecting natural transformations. The same holds for colimits.
Only the powerset presheaf is a bit more involved. If F is any presheaf,
then its powerset is the presheaf ΩF, whose value for a module M is

. 
There are two subpresheaves of ΩF, which are frequently used; i.e., the sub-

set presheaf 2F, where 2F(M)  =  2F(M), and its subpresheaf of finite subsets;
i.e.,  with .
Although 2F is a natural construction, it does not have the characteristic
property of a powerset object, but see [19] for details. In the sequel, we
shall assume that, given a presheaf F, P(F) is typically one of the three
powerset constructions ΩF, 2F, or , but other natural sub-
presheaves may intervene; see [20].

We now show how these tools enable us to extend the concept of
Klumpenhouwer networks in the context of presheaf categories. Recon-
sider the original setup, where we had a diagram . The tar-
get category  is a subcategory of the category  of Z-modules
(recall that these are just additively written abelian groups). So let us
work in this latter category. According to the previous Yoneda formalism,
we may embed  in the presheaf category . Restating the
diagram D in terms of presheaves, we get a new diagram

 by a map , whereas for an
arrow , we have the transition operations .
Therefore, according to the previous constructions, if M is a Z-module, and
if  is an element of , then .

Let us now consider the limit of this presheaf diagram D@. We have
already seen that the evaluation of the limit at a module M is the limit of
the diagram’s evaluation at M. Therefore, if V denotes as before the ver-
tex set of the diagram scheme ∆, an element of  is a family

, where

@X 0( ) 0@X e
x
0 x X∈{ }= =

X 0@X: x ex→ 0→ |~ f : X Y→
0@ f ex0( ) f ° ex0 e f x( )0= =

X 0@X→ Y 0@Y→ f : X Y→

D : ∆ ModR
@→

lim D( ) M( ) lim D M( )( )=

ΩF M( ) G G @M F is a subpresheaf×⊂{ }=

Fin F( ) 2F⊂ Fin F( ) M( ) X X F M( ) card X( ) ∞<,⊂{ }=

Fin F( )

D : ∆ T I⁄→
T I⁄ ModZ

ModZ ModZ
@

D @: ∆ ModZ
@→ D @ v( ) @ D v( )( ) @Z12= =

a: x y→ D @ a( ) @ D a( )( )=

f : M Z12→ M@Z12 D @ a( ) f( ) D a( ) ° f=

lim D @ M( )
t. tv( )v V∈

=
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• for all ,  is an affine map; i.e., , with
 and  a homomorphism of abelian

groups; 

•  for every arrow , we have , where
.

We call an element  an M-addressed network of D@,
whereas the module M is called the address of this network. Clearly, 0-
addressed networks are precisely the classical Klumpenhouwer-Lewin
networks. But the more general situation is new and opens a wide spec-
trum of generalized networks. This functorial point of view was intro-
duced in [19] because the restriction to the zero address cannot cope
with a number of genuinely music(ologic)al problems.

A simple, but typical, example is the conceptualization of dodecaphonic
series. A dodecaphonic series may be defined as a sequence S = (s0, s1, ...
s11) of pairwise different pitch classes , where the order position
index i is something like an abstract timeline (see [19, chapter 8.1.1, def-
inition 22]). But we have a bijection

 , 

where e0 = 0, e1 = (1, 0, ..., 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0, ..., 0), ek = (0, 0, ..., 0, 1). So
a series S is identified with the affine map  with S(ei) = si, i
= 0, 1, ... 11, and this is just a Z11-addressed point of @Z12. Then a Z11-
addressed network of D is a network, whose vertices are Z11-addressed
points of @Z12, and if all these vertices are dodecaphonic series (  for

), it is a network of dodecaphonic series. These series are connected
by operations from the group , which establishes a well-known net-
work of series in the classical sense of dodecaphonism. But there is more!
In fact, the functoriality of a presheaf has not been used explicitly. We
subsume this aspect under the operation of “address change” in
presheaves, which means that we consider affine maps  of
modules, and the associated maps . In our case, we
may in particular consider the affine map , which is defined
by  for all i = 0, 1, ... 11. This is the retrograde map, since it
reverses time indexes. (It is easily seen that any permutation of the basis
elements ei defines an affine map on the address Z11. Therefore any rear-
rangement of the time indexes is induced by an address change.) Now, if

 is any series, the retrograde series  is
deduced from S by the address change . This
implies that by an address change ρ, we obtain the retrograde series net-
work ρ(S.) of a network  of dodecaphonic series  Sv. Let us

v V∈ tv: M Z12→ tv esvpv=
sv Z12∈ pv: M Z12→

a: x y→ ty D a( ) ° tx=
D a( ) T I⁄∈

t. lim D @ M( )∈

si Z12∈

Zk@M M k 1+ : f f e0( ) f e1( ) f e2( ),, … f ek( ), ,( )→ →|~

S: Z11 Z12→

si sj≠
i j≠

T I⁄

α: M N→
F α( ): F N( ) F M( )→

ρ: Z11 Z11→
ρ ei( ) e11 i–=

S: Z11 Z12→ ρ S( ) S ° ρ=
ρ: Z11@Z12 Z11@Z12→

S. Sv( )v V∈=
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terminate this address change topic by the example ,
sending 0 to the ith basic element ei, i = 0, 1, ... 11. If we apply this base
change to the network S., we obtain the 0-addressed network εi (S.),
which is a classical network and consists of the ith entries of the series,
from which S. is built. The conclusion we can draw form the previous
example can be stated in the form of the following economy principle:

The functorial setup prevents us from reinventing the concept of a network
for each new address; i.e., we are given a whole bunch of variants of
addressed networks. Moreover, the networks of different addresses may be
functorially related by the address changes.

5. THE GENERAL RECURSION PRINCIPLE

The previous discussion has shown the first advantages of the categorical
restatement and generalization of the network idea. We are however not
ready to address the recursion problem: What should be a network of
networks of networks, and so on? Do we have to invent a new conceptual
environment each time we iterate the networking process? We do not,
and this is the main statement of this final section.

Let us recapitulate the status quo. We have seen that one may start
from a diagram  of presheaves over a module category

, and then consider the limit lim D and its M-addressed points as
networks. Observe that in the case of values in representable8 presheaves
D(v) = @Mv on vertices , such as we have dealt with for the pitch-
class module Mv = Z12 in the classical example from the Klumpenhouwer-
Lewin theory, we have not taken into account networks of pitch-class
sets. This can be achieved if we do not directly take the limit of D, but
the limit of one of the above powerset presheaf constructions P. This
means that we take the powerset diagram P(D) in the following sense: If
v is a vertex in ∆, we define P(D)(v) = P(D(v)), and if  is an
arrow of ∆, we set P(D)(a) = P(D(a)). For example, if P(F ) = 2F, then
2D(a) = 2D(a), the map which takes a subset  to the subset

. So far we have left the case where diagram vertices
are representable by modules, i.e., D(v) = @Mv. But we are still in the
context of a diagram with values in the category of presheaves over

, namely . Let us work with this powerset dia-
gram and its limit lim P(D). A network of networks is defined as follows.
We consider two diagrams  and then a natural
transformation  of diagrams. Recall that this means defin-

εi eei 0:  0 Z11→=

D : ∆ ModR
@→

ModR

v V∈

a: x y→

X D x( )⊂
D a( ) X( ) D y( )⊂

ModR P D( ): ∆ ModR
@→

D 1 D 2: ∆ ModR
@→,

g: D 1 D 2→
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ing a natural transformation  for each vertex v
such that the diagram of presheaves

commutes for each arrow . This one induces a morphism

of the limit presheaves. This means in particular that we have a set map of
M-addressed networks

for every address M, and under such a map, M-addressed networks for
D1 are related to M-addressed networks for D2. But basically, the context
is not different from the initial one! We still have presheaves (the limits)
and we still have natural transformations between such presheaves (the
limits of diagram morphisms). This induces the following construction
process:

1. Fix a diagram scheme ∆ and one type P of powerset construction
for presheaves. 

2. Suppose that we are given a category  of presheaves
(not necessarily all presheaves, not necessarily all natural trans-
formations between these presheaves, but containing the identi-
ties and closed under composition).

3. Take the category  of diagrams . 

4. Take the limits lim P(D) of these diagrams as objects of a new net-
work category ∆ • PC, together with the limits of the natural
transformations (over C) between powersets of such diagrams in

 as morphisms.

This process is the core operation in the definition of iterated net-
works. In fact, the resulting category C1 = ∆ • PC of the above operation
is by no means different in quality from the initial category C, it is just
another subcategory of . So we may go on and select a new dia-

g v( ): D 1 v( ) D 2 v( )→

D1(x)
g(x)−−−−→ D2(x)

D1(a)



�



�D2(a)

D1(y)
g(y)−−−−→ D2(y)

a: x y→

lim  g : lim  D 1 lim  D 2 →

lim  g M ( ) : lim  D 1 M ( ) lim  D 2 M ( )    →

C ModR
@⊂

Diagr ∆ C,( ) D : ∆ C→

Diagr ∆ C,( )

ModR
@
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gram scheme 

 

∆

 

1

 

, a new powerset construction 

 

P

 

1

 

, and the network cate-
gory 

 

C

 

1

 

. We then obtain the second network category ,
and so on. This construction can be repeated without any change and
yields networks of networks of networks, ad infinitum. Let us add that
this type of iterated construction of spaces by means of limits, but more
generally also by means of colimits, and powersets, is the basic tool in the
systematic concept framework of denotators and forms in [19].

We are left with the following fundamental, still unsettled, problem:
Suppose that one has the iterated network category ,
using the same powerset construction 

 

P

 

1

 

 = 

 

P

 

 as for 

 

C

 

1

 

 = 

 

∆

 

 • 

 

P

 

C

 

. Is it
always possible to find a diagram scheme , built from the given
diagram schemes 

 

∆

 

1

 

 and 

 

∆

 

, and possibly depending on 

 

P

 

, such that we
have an isomorphism

of network categories? If this is true, one may replace iterated network
constructions by one-step networks by use of a directed-graph construc-
tion, which is much easier than iterated categories. The other way round:
Which are the (types of ) directed graphs where iterated networks can be
realized by a  construction?

6. S

 

OME 

 

R

 

EMARKS ON 

 

C

 

ATEGORIES OF 

 

N

 

ETWORKS

 

The previous exposition suggests that one should introduce and study
categories of networks. Their objects would be networks (possibly of
variable addresses) and built upon variable diagram schemes. Morphisms
would then be induced by morphisms of diagram schemes, coupled with
natural transformations between adequate diagrams. This idea is devel-
oped in [20].

A second remark concerns the dichotomy of local and global objects,
which are known to describe structures in MaMuTh. The local-global
dichotomy can also be realized for the level of “processes” described by
networks, instead of the level of “structures” as described by local/global
compositions. This means that we now may glue “local” networks to
“global” networks. This approach has also been introduced in [20].

The future research must of course deal with the relations between
structures and processes. More precisely, this question concerns the exist-
ence of functors from the categories of local/global networks to the cate-
gories of local/global compositions. In [20], it is shown that there is
such a functor, which associates with every global network an underlying

C2 ∆1
P

1C1•=

C2 ∆1
P

1C1•=

∆1 ∆P◊

∆1 ∆P◊( ) CP• ∆1 ∆ CP•( )P•→~

∆1 ∆P◊
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global composition. This result implies that there are proper global net-
works which cannot be reduced to local networks by the well-known
interpretational process. Such a process is realized by the covering of a
given local object by an atlas of local charts. This functor yields a number
of invariants for the classification of global networks, which means that
the classification of global networks may use the classification of global
composition described in [19, chapter 15].

Although the coincidence of Klumpenhouwer networks with elements
of categorical limits invokes classical instances of category theory, it is
remarkable that music theory has “rediscovered” the idea of such basic
structures! There is however a lesson to be drawn from this amusing fact:
music theory would draw a great profit from the systematic subsidiary
study of modern mathematics.
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N

 

O T E S

 

1. A local composition is a pair (

 

K

 

, 

 

M), where K is a subset of a module
M. In the special case of the cyclic group , a local composi-
tion is simply a pitch-class set . This concept is a first
approach to more complex musical structures, which can be
described in terms of global compositions, i.e., the covering of a given
score by a number of local compositions; see Geometrie der Töne [17]
for details. For a critical account of this approach within the American
tradition of music theory, see John Roeder’s review of Geometrie der
Töne in a previous issue of this journal [25]

2. In the theory of diagrams, a diagram scheme is a digraph or quiver,
i.e., a directed multigraph, possibly with loops. We also prefer to use
the classical mathematical term “vertex” instead of “node,” which is
more established in music theory and computer science. For a mod-
ern presentation of graph theory and categories, we refer to [21].

3. As Lewin remarked, the entire K-net theory could be generalized by
including the M operators, which are in fact affine operators. Robert
Morris implicitely includes these operators in his definition of K-nets
[22].

4. The powerset 2X of a set X is by definition the set of all subsets of X.

5. An R-module M is by definition an additive commutative group M,
together with a scalar multiplication  such
that (r + s)m = rm + sm and r(m + n) = rm + rn and 1m = m, for all

. This generalizes the well-known structure of a
vector space if the coefficients are elements of a general commutative
ring R instead of a field. 

6. See the paper “The Topos Geometry of Musical Logic” in [2] for a
short presentation of the denotator formalism in relation with a
“Galois theory of concepts.”

7. Topoi were introduced by Alexander Grothendieck in the context of
modern algebraic geometry, then applied to questions of logic and
the foundation of mathematics by William Lawvere; see [7]. A topos
is a category with finite limits, colimits, power objects, and a subob-
ject classifier. This generalizes well-known properties from (mathe-
matical) set theory and thereby unifies geometric and logical
concepts and techniques. An important topos in our application to
networks is the topos of directed graphs. This fact implies that net-

M Z12=
K Z12⊂

R M M: →× r m, rm→|

r s R m n M∈, ,∈,
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works may be interpreted as logical constructions within a topos-the-
oretical universe, whose musical consequences must be investigated
by future research.

8. By definition, a representable presheaf is one which is isomorphic to a
presheaf of the form @M for a module M.
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